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Thinking about Scouting then, and
what it can still do now in these
times of challenge and uncertainty
Over recent days I have had the opportunity to just slow the pace down a little from
what has been quite frenetic activity over a
considerable period of time. An opportunity
now to reflect and consider so many things,
particularly the things that are really important, not just what seems important in our
own mind.
In this current period of reduced activity, I
had reason to look back and review some of
our Scouting history. While reading some
of our Founder, Lord Baden-Powell’s writings, I was reminded of his influence during
the days of the great Spanish influenza
pandemic which lasted from January 1918
to December 1920. What got me about
his yarns in particular was the high level of
encouragement, positive comment and the
simple reminder to focus and to keep on
Scouting, regardless of what was happening
around them. Sure, there was the need to
be careful and to keep safe, but Scouting
continued and grew more strongly, after
that other significant event of that time –
post-World War I, or the Great War as it
was referred to then.
The message coming through a lot of what
has been read; despite the circumstances
and the situation in many countries with the
pandemic of that time, Scouting was ‘out
there’ doing its bit, ‘with their sleeves rolled
up’, as we say. Scouting was being done
differently, having to adapt, modify and
change to circumstances, many of which
were considered much more difficult then.
While not the level of isolation and separation that we are experiencing now, Scouting
continued and focused on its immediate
community, not too dissimilar to now.
We are all experiencing another worldwide
pandemic, COVID-19 and this has had
quite some significant impact on the way
we all do things, particularly Scouting. It
is much more severe than the 1918-1920
pandemic, extremely contagious and has
literally ‘stopped the world in its tracks’.
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World-wide Scouting has had to change for
current circumstances, and we know that
Scouting can still happen, and it needs to
happen and in ways that test our creativity,
patience and ability to keep going.
Many NSOs have gone virtual with Scouting, and where this can happen, Scouting
can be seen and heard through the miracle
of modern technology. Many undertaking
activities alone or in small patrols, and
proudly showing us their achievements,
some even doing award scheme or badge
work with great results. Social networks
have never been more important, either
through texting or other visual means.
Sure, Scouting is not the same as getting
together physically, but Scouting is still
happening with great success. The secret
of many of these endeavours has been
ensuring that the greatest Youth Movement

in the World is still focused on what it can
do for young people in equipping them for
their future with activities to suit.
As Messengers of Peace, we can have even
greater influence at this challenging time. I
know that it is YOU out there that inspires,
encourages, commits and involves others, and are able to get things going in a
community because of what you see is the
enormous potential in Scouting with direct
community engagement, and through this,
developing greater capacity and growth in
your own NSO.

As Messengers of Peace we can

All adults in Scouting can work together at
this time in developing opportunities for
both individual and corporate engagement
to ensure Scouting continues strongly,
despite the current challenges and well into
the future. Obviously not face-to-face, but
there are still great opportunities.

you see is the enormous potential

have even greater influence
at this challenging time. I know that
it is YOU out there that inspires,
encourages, commits and involves
others, and are able to get things
going in a community because of what
in Scouting with direct community
engagement, and through this,
developing greater capacity and
growth in your own NSO.

Ask yourself these three questions:
1. ‘What is it I can be doing at this time to
continue Scouting when face-to-face contact is restricted or limited’?
2. ‘What MOP project can I be doing with
the support of others in my NSO that can
make a difference to someone, some group,
some community’?
3. ‘In what ways can I share my project
ideas so that we can all benefit and further
Scouting’?
Our Founder was a very smart man. He
understood that Scouting happens with
every individual ‘doing their bit’ and who
is prepared to share with others. While
we undergo what we hope is a temporary
delay in the way we currently do things
in Scouting, three quotes come to mind
from his yarns. And yes, quotes from 1919
and 1920. Interesting isn’t it. The writing
encouraged many in his time and got them
to do things they could do without having
to meet together, and I hope to inspire and
encourage you today. They did for me. ‘So,
go ahead with your preparations, get up
some good shows, make your model aeroplanes or bridges, push-motors or toys, so
that when it can happen again you will be
better prepared in 1920.
Baden-Powell, 22 February 1919,

‘They act up to their mottoes of: “Do your
best.” “Try again.” “When in a difficulty,
smile and whistle.” “Stick to it.”’
Baden-Powell, 14 June 1919
‘Scouts are out to enjoy life, and the best
way to do that is to be content with what
you have got and make the best of it.’
Baden-Powell, 14 February 1920
The circumstances of our Founder’s time
and ours now are greatly different. We
have the benefit of technology to assist
us and we can use it to great advantage.
But let’s not forget those in our community who are less fortunate or who are
experiencing difficult or hard times because of COVID-19. As Scouts we made a
Promise, and may our God help us to keep
it and to do our best for others in these
times.
Scouting best wishes,
Paul D Parkinson OAM
MoP Regional Decision Committee
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Appreciation

Dear Messengers of Peace in Asia-Pacific
Region,
We express our sincere appreciation to all of
you for standing to any situation and doing
your best in all circumstances that any Scout
or good citizen would do. As a team, we will
continue monitoring the actions you are taking
as active Messengers of Peace, taking the lead
in almost all the countries in service actions
such as creating awareness and initiating precautionary measures against COVID-19.
Thank you for all your educational and service
ideas that are ideal for the home, or virtually,
or with the communities.
At the WOSM JOTI Special Edition, the
Messengers of Peace team was highly visible.
Keep it up and let’s continue to be the role
models in inspiring and encouraging people
around us.
The year 2020 started with a very dreadful
health challenge that affects life particularly
human life. Nothing is permanent and thus,
with our collective efforts, we will overcome
this situation soon. While we are fully
conscious of the ongoing challenges, we
also foresee the after affects.
As Scouts, let us look at the positive side.
Let us use this time to relax and rejuvenate.
Take some rest, reflect and acquire the
capacity to achieve your aims so when the
time comes for us to restart, we have a
renewed energy to undertake our duty to God,
duty to others, and duty to self towards
creating a better world.
JR C. Pangilinan
Regional Director

“Take some rest, reflect and acquire the capacity
to achieve your aims so when the time comes for
us to restart, we have a renewed energy to undertake our duty to God, duty to others, and duty to
self towards creating a better world.”
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MoP marks its 10th year
The Messengers of Peace (MoP) commemorates its 10th anniversary this year. For the
past decade, MoP became a platform of Scout
projects and activities from simple community actions to large-scale projects in different
parts of the world.
To mark the occasion, Regional Office Coordinators of MoP worldwide and a representative
from the World Scout Foundation gathered on
2-4 March 2020 at the Arab Regional Support
Centre in Cairo to discuss best practices and
lessons learned about the programme gained
from ten years of operation.
The group also discussed about future plans,

including funding in different regions, and the
use of a new grant management software,
Fluxx, which aims to efficiently manage the
funded projects.
Fluxx is an online software that enables
National Scout Organizations (NSOs), WOSM
and WSF to have a digitalized, collaborative,
transparent and automated experience in
handling the grant process. It allows the management of the grant from the application to
the reporting phase. It also allows the tracking of disbursements online as well as giving
a systematic access to the NSOs who have
on-going projects or those who are planning
to apply for new funds.
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JOTI – Special Edition, a truly
special one!

Thank you for bringing us into your homes.
As Scouts from around the world connected
from their homes and made their presence felt
online, the recently concluded #JOTI Special
Edition was truly a special one.
Among the notable guests was the World
Health Organization Director-General Dr. Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus who said that “Now
more than ever we have to look out for each
other.” He shared the do’s and don’ts through
an informative video and encouraged Scouts
and young people everywhere to do their part to
help prevent the spread of COVID-19.
On JOTI live show includes Craig Turpie, the
Chairperson of the World Scout Committee,
Fabrizion Hochschild – United Nations Special
Advisor for UN75, Junbert Pabon – Messengers
of Peace Hero 2018, and Filippo Grandi – United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) together with Ahmad Alhendawi –
Sercretary General of the World Organization
of the Scout Movement (WOSM) as they also
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sign a Memorandum of Understanding between the UNHCR and WOSM.
On a separate live show, many special guests
came like World Scout Committee Members
Peter Blatch and Sarah Rita Kattan, Chief
Ambassador of World Scouting Bear Grylls,
Najat Maalla M’jid, United Nations Special
Representative on Violence Against Children,
Jayathma Wickramanayake the United Nations
Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth, and
various people from different civil society
organizations such as Epic Queen, Red Cross,
and Save the Children, among others.
Scouts enjoyed various performances from the
Youth Got Talent Stage, and a glimpse of the
Health & Wellbeing Oasis, Humanitarian Hub
and Digital Citizenship Den.
The interactive JOTI’s online chats, virtual
campfires and live talk shows only showed
that Scouting thrives even at difficult times.
As Scouts stay motivated and stand
#TogetherAtHome! Scouting lives on!

Scouts commit to Sustainable
Developments Goals
Plastic has been with us for ages due to its
affordability and durability. However, the use
of plastics over time has led for it to pile up in
our landfills – due to its slow disintegration –
and eventually our seas and oceans. With the
campaign of #Scouts4SDGs, we try to combat
it with measures towards the progression of
Sustainable Development Goals: Life on water,
Life on land, and Partnership for the goals.
Scouts from Scouts Australia try to step up
their efforts in achieving these three SDGs
by attending Australia’s Federal Department
of Agriculture, Water and the Environment’s
Plastic Summit held at the Parliament House,
Canberra on 2 March 2020, which was attended by around 200 leaders, including 14 Scouts
who were invited by the said federal department.
A night before the Summit, they already discussed the issues surrounding plastic waste
crisis and possible solutions at the Parliament
House and Museum of Australian Democracy. The Summit was also graced by Governor-General and Chief Scout of Australia, HE
David Hurley and Mrs. Hurley – who are both
staunch supporters of Scouting.
Cobalt Walsh from New South Wales shared a
personal experience with excitement “about
taking action to encourage others to reduce

their plastic waste” like having more recycling
bins in the community along with “plastic
straw and plastic bottle bans and a waste-free
Wednesday”.
Cobalt is not alone with this endeavor as
other Scouts come back to their hometowns
with ideas and renewed esprit de corps they
got from the Summit as they solve plastic
waste crises in their communities and schools,
contributing towards the achievement of the
SDGs under the campaign #Scouts4SDGs and
#MessengersOfPeace.
-- with reports from Scouts Australia

Photo © Scouts Australia
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Since the declaration of the
COVID-19 pandemic, Scouts are
spreading thoughtful messages,
sharing practical ideas and inspiring others
to do the same.
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IN FOCUS: MoP Hero 2019

Ruhi Rusaba

Photo © Bangladesh Scouts

Ruhi Rusaba of Bangladesh Scouts is recognized as one of the MoP Heroes for the year
2019 for her work with young women in her
community promoting Gender Equality by
educating women on their rights and making
them aware about inequalities they face in
their country. She has been a Scout for more
than 10 years leading several projects including Ticket to Life (TTL), Project Wings and
Project Odrik.
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Ruhi is a troop leader supporting the Ticket
to Life project which aims to educate street
children aged 10-16 including the underprivileged, orphaned, abandoned and homeless.
Aside from Scouting, the project also includes
providing counselling, soft skills, teaching the
children about hygiene, health care and raising awareness on violations of human rights
and other social issues. Ruhi co-leads a unit
of 20 children where she conducts training

and shares her knowledge acquired from the
university.
Currently, there are around 400 street children
involved in Ticket to Life. Over the years, they
have been helping around 1,500 children, but
the high dropout rates pose a challenge in
keeping track of the members.
Ruhi is also involved in Project Wings. They
call their group “Team Wings” whose young
members promote gender equality. The project aims to further educate women on their
rights and to raise awareness on inequalities
that women experience. Various events are
organised in schools including interviews with
young girls to discover the root cause of their
problems. They also hold lectures and faceto-face conversation with the girl’s parents to
further explain the inequalities that women
face. Overall, the project is vital in combatting
gender inequality and empowering women in
Bangladesh.
Ruhi also founded a project named Project
Odrik where they help university friends who
are exposed to harassments including mental,
physical and sexual abuses being normalised
in their communities. The rising rate of sexual
offenders, rape cases, stalking and killing,
harassment, bullying and the whole culture
of normalizing these incidents urged them
to take action. The team is organizing Scout

group visits and holding discussions and
dialogue sessions with the Rovers and
Non-Scout classmates for them to deeply
understand the issues and all forms of abuse
to be eliminated.
The same group is very active in conducting small projects in their communities. TTL
Scouts raised awareness on Dengue and
COVID-19, providing information on how to
stay safe from the diseases. Project Wings
also conducted an event in slum areas where
they organized discussions on menstrual
health and hygiene, pregnancy, social taboos
and also distributed hygiene products to their
participants.
Ruhi is an inspiration to young people. She
says, “I believe Scouting is helping me and
others in taking away some of the stress of
studying. Scouting keeps me busy and allows
me to do activities that serve my community
instead of just sitting at home. That’s one of
the main reasons why I chose to be a Scout.”

Photo © Bangladesh Scouts
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Earth Hour 2020
Due to the coronavirus outbreak globally,
the Earth Hour Organizing Team encouraged
everyone to participate in the Earth Hour virtually on 28th March 2020 at 8:30PM country’s local time.
Earth Hour is a movement for the environment
participated by the people around the globe.
During this time, everyone is encouraged to
switch-off non-essential lights to call attention
to climate change. Scouts around the world
participate in the Earth hour with various
activities while their lights are switched off.
Some activities include dinner in the dark,
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board games with family or friends in candlelight as well reading books. Others joined
live streaming to engage with other people
during this time while others interacted with
their close kins through movies, fun games
and camping in their rooms or outside their
houses.
Before the actual time, several Scouts made
various campaigns to encourage people to join
the movement using the hashtag #EarthHour
through infographics, video and photo invitation in social media channels.
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Sri Lanka Scouting advances,
conducts two milestone events
Dr. Asanka Eriyawa, Sri Lanka Scout Association
For the first time, Sri Lanka Scout Association organised its first 1st Negombo Scout
Seaborrette on 6-9 March 2020 in Negombo, Sri Lanka, with more than 1,000 Cubs,
Scouts and Rovers participating.
Another first for Sri Lanka was setting up the
Better World Tent during the Seaborrette. The
tent showcased World Scouting programmes
such as Messengers of Peace, Scouts of the
World Award, World Scout Environment Program, Scouts for SDGs, HeForShe, and Diversity and Inclusion. A call to action session
was also created to inspire Scout groups to
align their community services to the world
programmes.
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A total of 350 Cubs, Scouts and Rovers engaged in module activities designed to give
an overall knowledge and practical ideas
on the Better World Framework that could
be applied on a daily basis, and encouraged them to contribute in achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals through
community service.
World Scout Committee and Deputy Chief
Commissioner of SLSA Janaprith Fernando visited the event and highlighted the
importance of bringing the initiatives to
all levels in Scouting through community
engagement and active citizenship.

Photo © Sri Lanka Sxouts Association
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Scouts celebrate Founder’s Day
in different ways
Scouts across the Region marked the
Founder’s day on 22 February 2020 with
various activities.

Papua New Guinea organized activities and
drills for Scouts and an orientation for new
Scouts.

Scouts in Cambodia, Philippines, and
Scouts of China used interactive infographics to make the celebration more attractive.

In Pakistan, Scouts attended a cake-cutting
ceremony under the patronage of the Chief
Scout of the Government College University in
Lahore.

Scouts in Myanmar, Timor Leste and Sri
Lanka set up peace stations while Scouts
in Vietnam and India honored the legacy of
Lord Baden-Powell in various ceremonies.
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In Thailand, Scouts distributed hand-gels and
and made an awareness campaign about
COVID-19.

Sri Lanka conducts first MoP
district level workshop
Sri Lanka Scout Association conducted
its very first MoP Coordinators Workshop
on 14-18 February 2020 gathering 30
coordinators from different districts of the
country.
During the training, participants were introduced to the MoP programme, network
and funding, and an orientation on the
Better World Framework and Scouts for
SDGs. Highlighted at the training are initiatives contributing to the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals of the United Nations.
One of the sessions is the contribution of
Scouts in the Zero Waste project. Around
400 students took part and registered
their activities on scout.org.
MoP NSO coordinators Amir Hamzah bin
Aman (Malaysia), Mohammed Fauzoon
(Maldives) and Madhusudan Subramanyam (India), MoP core team member,
facilitated the workshop.
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Scouts help evacuees after volcano
eruption
Boy Scouts of the Philippines through its “BSP
Humanitarian Assistance: Oplan Taal” donated
clothing, toiletries, and food to the communities after the eruption of Taal Volcano on 12
January 2020.
Two days after the eruption, the campaign
was created and Scouts helped evacuees who
are temporarily housed in different cities and
municipalities of Batangas province, about 126
kilometers away from the capital city. Scouts
brought cooked food and others cooked
on-site and distributed food to the affected
families.
Scouts also assisted local government units
and other organizations in packing and distribution of relief goods, and setting up crowd
control measures for safety and order.
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BSP Secretary General Rogelio S. Villa, Jr., requested to run a survey to account Scouts that
were affected by the catastrophe as more than
a thousand Scouts live in the affected areas. He
also said that the campaign will be a “continuing
effort until the calamity has passed.”
“This is the opportunity for Scouts to help and
can make the public know that Scouts can
always be relied to in times of calamities. BSP
will do everything it can to provide any help, no
matter how small they are, to ease the
suffering of those who were affected,” Villa said.
The National Eagle Scouts Association of the
Philippines – Rajah Sulayman Chapter together with the BSP Muntinlupa Associate Council
and ESOP Antique Chapter also provide relief
assistance to the affected communities.
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Japanese Rover Scouts help raise
funds selling bushfire relief badge

Nanami said that “I want to support
Australia, then I saw the recovery
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badge, so I came up with the idea of
helping other Japanese Scouts purchase
the badge to get more people to support
Australia.” After that conversation, she
then asked her brother Yudai to join and
start it in their own Rover crew to which
he accepted.
As part of their support to the people affected by the bushfires in Australia, Scout
Association of Japan has allowed their
Scouts to wear the Australian Bushfire
Recovery Badge as they announced on 16
January 2020.
Source: http://bit.ly/japanbushfiresupport

Photo © Scout Association of Japan

Following the ravaging bushfires around
Australia, Scouts Australia released the
Bushfire Recovery Badge to help raise
funds for those who were affected by
the catastrophe. In the spirit of Scouting
- who helps other people at all times Rover Scouts Nanami and Yudai Edasako
(Scout Association of Japan) purchased
3,800 Bushfire Recovery Badges worth
more than USD11,000.00 to sell to Japanese Scouts as they help raise funds
for those affected by the said bushfires
in Australia.

India’s 100 years of Rangering
To celebrate the 100 years of “Rangering” in India, the Bharat Scouts
and Guides organised the 1st National Rover Ranger Mini Jamboree at
Odisha State on 1-7 December 2019,
with 1,150 Rovers and Rangers from
27 states of India. Bangladesh Scouts
joined the celebration.
A Better World Village was built and
engaged participants in the Better
world Framework programmes. At
the MoP booth, seven stations were
allocated for the activities including the popular MoP song “Alle le.”
Booths for networking game, motivational videos, scout.org registration, and SDGs awareness were also
set up.
Most-visited were the selfie booths
for MoP ring badge, HeForShe photo
boards, SDG blocks and SDG wheel
that were available in different
areas.
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Events Postponed due to
the COVID-19 pandemic
Due to the threat of the COVID-19 outbreak, a number of activities are either
postponed or cancelled. Further notice will be issued on these events:

G20 Educational Conference
in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
An International Conference and Exhibition for Education (ICEE2020) 2020
was originally scheduled on 5-7 April.
At this event, the Scout Association of
Saudi Arabia planned to host an exhibit
on Messengers of Peace and Education
for Sustainable Development Goals and
for MoP heroes to present their stories
before a group of foreign government
representatives.

Training Workshop of Understanding
of Messengers of Peace
of Pathfinders Scouts Vietnam
Due to the suspension, organisers
decided to apply distance education
approach by making video lectures and
printing of training documents to be
sent via postal. The team also coordinates with participants through
social media channels.

Korea Local Troop Leaders
Messengers of Peace Implement
Workshop
Due to the increasing cases
of COVID-19, Korea is postponing
this workshop as per government
advice.
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1st Messengers of Peace
& Membership Growth Forum
of Fiji Scouts Association
The forum will serve to empower
and follow up on current activities
of active leaders and to discuss
plans to further promote MoP
initiatives in Fiji.

1st MoP Provincial Coordinator
Workshop of Cambodia Scouts
1st MoP Provincial Coordinators
Workshop of Cambodia Scout aims
to equip Scouts a deeper knowledge
of the MoP programme.

Peace Run in Thailand
The MoP Team of Thailand cancelled
the peace run scheduled in March to
prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Monthly Statistics
This monthly statistical report shows the current progress of National Scout Organizations in the implementation of the Messengers of Peace Programme through the data populated at WOSM’s Global Network
of Service – www.scout.org. The results are primarily made on the basis of [a] the number of users
registered, [b] the number of actual service hours rendered, and [c] the total number of projects posted.

JANUARY 2020
TOP 10 NSOs
(scout.org users)
1. India		
2. Indonesia
3. Philippines
4. Malaysia
5. Bangladesh
6. Bhutan
7. Pakistan
8. Australia
9. Thailand
10. Hong Kong

51,618
26,121
20,009
15,966
13,668
8,142
4,712
4,568
4,563
3,944

TOP 10 NSOs
(projects)
1. Malaysia
2. India		
3. Bhutan
4. Thailand
5. Philippines
6. Bangladesh
7. Indonesia
8. Pakistan
9. Fiji		
10. Nepal

TOP 10 NSOs
(service hours)

13,334
11,766
8,046
4,703
2,771
2,081
1,232
569
559
481

1. Philippines
2. Bangladesh
3. Malaysia
4. India		
5. Bhutan
6. Nepal
7. Thailand
8. Fiji		
9. Indonesia
10. Sri Lanka

549,485,932
211,596,054
95,147,294
77,336,590
37,982,045
13,951,431
12,024,362
8,925,244
6,746,334
3,813,361

FEBRUARY 2020
TOP 10 NSOs
(scout.org users)
1. India		
2. Indonesia
3. Philippines
4. Malaysia
5. Bangladesh
6. Bhutan
7. Pakistan
8. Australia
9. Thailand
10. Hong Kong

51,835
26,159
20,219
16,083
13,745
8,268
4,729
4,580
4,579
3,950

TOP 10 NSOs
(projects)
1. Malaysia
2. India		
3. Bhutan
4. Thailand
5. Philippines
6. Bangladesh
7. Indonesia
8. Pakistan
8. Fiji		
10. Nepal

13,359
11,857
8,323
5,123
2,789
2,492
1,234
580
570
482

TOP 10 NSOs
(service hours)
1. Philippines
2. Bangladesh
3. Malaysia
4. India		
5. Bhutan
6. Thailand
7. Nepal
8. Fiji		
9. Indonesia
10. Sri Lanka

550,506,946
220,938,088
95,211,748
85,704,043
39,567,568
13,976,717
13,954,815
10,639,749
6,746,559
3,836,947

MARCH 2020
TOP 10 NSOs
(scout.org users)
1. India		
2. Indonesia
3. Philippines
4. Malaysia
5. Bangladesh
6. Bhutan
7. Australia
8. Pakistan
9. Thailand
10. Hong Kong

52,544
34,590
21,506
16,437
14,267
8,460
5,123
4,841
4,622
3,965

TOP 10 NSOs
(projects)
1. Malaysia
2. India		
3. Bhutan
4. Thailand
5. Philippines
6. Indonesia
7. Bangladesh
8. Fiji		
9. Pakistan
10. Nepal

TOP 10 NSOs
(service hours)

13,061
11,543
7,646
4,233
2,658
1,216
851
555
520
477

1. Philippines
2. Bangladesh
3. Fiji		
4. India		
5. Malaysia
6. Bhutan
7. Thailand
8. Nepal
9. Indonesia
10. Sri Lanka

550,855,642
245,009,457
142,590,384
86,189,410
69,418,678
40,833,075
14,312,140
13,974,619
6,751,005
3,841,327

WORLD SCOUT BUREAU ASIA-PACIFIC SUPPORT CENTRE
If you want to know more, or if you want to contribute a story about your MoP project or activity, contact us at asia-pacific@scout.org

Messenger of Peace
Asia-Pacific Region
(Facebook Group)

www.scout.org/
messengersofpeace

@ScoutinginAPR

@ScoutinginAPR
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